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The Faculty of Education of the University College rof
Wales is responsible for the initiation and coordination of research
on the bilingual situation of gales. This pamphlet outlines a program
of woik for this Tesearcl. It is intended to show the individual
researcher the overall aims and problems of the program &lid to
suggest Ipecific research topics. The introductibn is divided into
the following sections: (1) reasons .for the, research program; (2) the
scope of_rdg`earch worX; (3) need 'for realistic, rather than acadeMic,
to be researched; (4)' special educational problems In a "mixed
language" area,; (5) standardized,tests of intelligence aid attainment
and quantitative measures of Welsh linguistic background; (6) order
of.pribrity; and (7) reserch by groups of -teachers. The main areas
"of investigation for the program .have been divide& into three: (1)
the development of tools, for a reliable investigation;le,g.,
etandazdized language and intelligence tests; (2)°the undertaking of
'studies using the tools to assess .relationships between Welsh
linguistic background and educational attainment, assess efficiency
of alternate methods of langiage teaching, and survey general
(3) the initiation of
attitudes toward the bilingual situation;
projects connected with material development, student placement,
A
national education objectives, reading surveys; and school.
conditions. (TL)
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FOREWORD
This document, issued on the authority of the Faculty of

Education, is based on the programme circulated by the Fdcu lty
in 1951 to its itiernbers and 'to the University of Wales School
of Education. As a result of investigations by the Researck0
Assistant (Mr. Dyfnallt Morgan) into the language position of

the 'sr hop! c iM .the Faculty _A-r-o-a;
44tailfd -seal 4r- of the
Advisory Officer (Mr. A. *Pinsent) in the formulation of

problems, the Faculty considered it advisable to
revision in the form of MI's present survey.

a
.

.

Not only will this serve as a programme of work for the
College Area as opportunities arise, lint it is believed that it will
serve as a valuable
blue-print
for all research work

Connected with bilingualism in Wales.

So much has been

written in general terms %about two-language teaching and
learning that a planned lay-out
of the problems involved
is timely and salutary. H'orkers, too, in the field will be helped
in.finding.specific projects suggested and in seeing how their
work can he co-ordinated.
4
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(Introduction
Me' search programme setatit in the Second part of this

meoran
um
rn

has

been

developed

withA; the

following

view ;
cnpsideraf
(a) ReasOns for the Research Programme

7

she fitnrtions of the CoHegira; FuWtiss of Education -

include thd initiation'and co-ordination oLiesearch.

.6.

The C' lle iat' Faculty at Aberystwyth covers an area

which iStla ge y bilingual and -rural. It seems appropriatq,_
therefore, t at, its research work should be devoted primarily
to investiga ions-into problems of bilingualism and -of ruiai
education.
.

A bilin al policy has been adopted for W h schools by
the-Ministry f Education and by Local Education Authorities.
The need for nformation and guidance in connection with this

aspect of edtication has been emphasised by Directors, ipf
Education, H. . Inspectors, and representatives of prac*ing
teachers in the Faculty Area., Moreover, two supplementary
established by this Fvuffy, namely, Ittfic(11
courses have b

Science at Trim College, Carmarthen, and Bilingual Studies
at the Univer ity College, .Aberystwyth. The resea'rch,
programme w.hic follows is I-eleva nt to both these courses.
has bren expressed in some .dctai1 )or the
The Program

/

folloKing.,reasons
I
the gener 1 topic,

Bilingualism," is far too complex
and too vague to dmit of experimental treatment. In order
'to make an effectiv attack on it the general topic needs to be
broken down into d finite problems each with a more restricted
scope.

it is hoped that not Only full-time research assistants
and university regear0 students but also practising teachers

interested in Welsh education will take part in the work. One
reason for a detailed ptogramme that suggestions of a variety
of definite topics for .investigation may encourage practising

teachers as well as ftill-time, research workers to undertake
research...

.

If some woXers cau be encouraged to take up a variety
of allied problemS, their work will. be made more effective by

)

Jr

-1

ti

O

some measure of co-ordination The programme as arwhcile
is intended to fulfil, thits co-ordMating function as well as to
suggest particular problems for investigation.
(b) The scope of research work
Research work may togitimately include :
(i.) experimental investigations
.
(ii) surveys of 'conditions as they exist at the present time ;
(iii) historical studies
.

;

(iv) the collection and arrangements of
bibliogr.aphies
and other source 411:,14.4.4.-rial tor really/ reference"- hy- reseal-dr:

workers and .teachers.

Items (0-41111 (ii) above nornuilly require

special rechniquos
and research
tools
for satisfactory results. flov,Lever,
items
and (iv') and .certain pitblerns in item (ii) can be
worked without special techniqus. The programme includes
possible projects of bot'h types, i.e, !!,ottl which do, and others
which. tlo tint require Special research " tools."'
(i) Need, foe realistic probns
.
it seems, desirable in ilii case of urgent problem's such as
bilingloalism in relation to education that the topics iinggested
for urvestigation shall be not merely exercises in research
techniApies but 'also tot ics which have close connection with
practicAl everydaPditlit.ithick in educational administration and
teaching. In order.that the research fncogramme may be
realistic
as possible,. it has been diveloped from as
preliminary survey of bilingual problems as they have beena
stated or implied by administrauers

and. teachers in the Faculty

Area.
(d)

Stet:jai F.ducationa/ Problems yt a "Mixed Language "
Arca

The ;post urgent problems in
practical field
Welsh
education at thetpresent time are said to hr (in summary forth)
(i)
definiticm of terms, e.g. WhaN should be
understood exactiv by
lankfuage mixtur,",
standard
Welsh,
dialect
and
dialect area,"
Wels°11, "'debased
Welsh' Most Of the
investigations into ;Ind discussions t out bilingualism,
to
date, have been vitiated or complete invalidated by theup
lack
'of accurate definition and, above all,
quantitative' estimation
of the iinittence of varying degrees of bilingual
background and
bilingual attaintnent
Quantitative methods may not he
!sufficient to
complete answers to all the questions
involved in bilingualism but withoett
adeqtrate quantitative
treatment many such questions cannot
he .answered
sIttisfactnrily.
:

2

i
clear statements ole what should he the aims of
teaching second languages, e.g. Welsh to English speaking
pupils and English to Velsh-speaking pupils.
viii) surveys, by 'means of staildardised tests, of the
distribution Of educational attainments in 'the basic subjects,

i.e. Welsh, English, Arithmetic, in pupils with varying degrees.
of bilingualism. (What are the (affects of bilingual conditions
On educational development?)
.
.itiv) estimation of the comparative efficieney, in 'bilingual
.

districts, of administr4tive methods of selecting pupils for
arThe-ri7e--4,1 t i + -to seLundal y rvfttrationind for

classifying pupils after admission.
(v) 0 estimation of the comparative efficiency with respect
to language learning of alternative methods of school

organisation and teaching, and of alternative curricula, for
children of varying ages, innate capacities, and linguistic
llackground.
(vi) production of graded,syllabuses for teachers of Welsh

and English as second languages.
(vii) production 'of.graded readers for children learning
Welsh as a first language find Welsh or English as a second
language.
(viii) studies of various effects of learnii r and using two
langdages concurrently. 'Uomplications may arise when two
languages with .different accidence, syntax, word order, and
ididm must he taught and; leafnd concurrently. "l'he
posibility of the mutual interference of the two sets of
language: habits most he kept in mind. Therefore, in
considering xfficient methods of teaching and learning in a
mixed- language a reit it is nee osa ry' to di cover qv bet her any
41;it form the (inter'ference
intedrenee does occur, and if
takes, and what inethods,of dealin(g with. the difficulty' would
.seem to he most useful in teaching and learning.
(ix) )
development of the most effectve methods '(if
teaching, langliage to ;dull and backward children in bilingual
areas.

Slallda/qiCd TeS1S
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,

If efiniti.ve answers to thege probleMs are at all Possible
in ,amjxed language area, then objective studies of mental- and
lihwilstic capacities and mental and linguistic development are
essential as guides for the establishment of objective criteria
of efficiency in plaCe of personal impression and opinion.
3
o
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These objective Studies. require, as " tools " of
investigation, standtrdised tests 9f general ability (verbal and
non-verbal) and standardised tests of attainment. Few such
tests are available at present in Welsh and the use of translated
vers'iqns of English tests standaftligedfOr English populations
is of doubtful validity.
'
,
Hence, one primary need at the moment is the production
'in -Welsh of tests of aptitude and attaihment correctly

.

.

.

,

,
4

..:.

stanilardised by reference to Welsh pupils and Conditions.
Further, it has been established that degree of Welsh
background .signifir a nt ly affects .perkyrmance even _in _the. tasti
of the supposed non-verbal, tests. It wouleseem ,necessary,
therefore, to standardise all tests for use in Wales by re@ence
to taiying .legtees of W6IsTi -back Yround. Hence a hindamental requirement for agcy attack u on the problems proposed
above, in mixed language areas ii Wales, is a valid measure
of Welsh background. With respect to this yroblem of
estimating degree of Welsh backgrout4, it is desirable to note
here that the term
Welsh background
Stands for a very
ccimplicx situation which includes not only linguistic, but tlso
culturfd and emotional components.NHowever, the immediately

urgent practical objective of the first part of this research

programme is to assistfeducational administrators and teachers
to deal with bilingualism_as it affects school organisation and
teaching methods. It seems IAt, therefore, to concentrate
first upon the linguistic factozs of. the Welsh baCkground.. At
the same tims: the wider issues can ,be kept in mind and
investigated as and when 'opportunities arise.
.
(1) Order o/ Piority
.
I
)
,

In the arrangement of the programme sdme attempt has-,
been made to indifate the relative
and, therefore, order
of priority of the investigations.urgency
It is obvious that thi!

* preparation of necessary

tools
for research must take
precedence over investigations requiring their use. When the
necessary " tools' have been constructed, the next most
urgent need is. a systematic study of the development, "in
bilingual
pupils, of attainments in thc:liasic subjects, using
for this purpose standardised objective tests of attainment.
In the ease of topics not requiring special research" tools
an order of priority is not so clearly apparent. Perhaps the

most mrgentof These is the tabulation of tword -frequencies in
Welsh.

.

(g) Researches by Groups of

Teach'er's

It

is sttgpssted that some of the dms listed in section C
below :could With adivantage be undertaken by a group of
teachers in a given district.
..
)

4
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The 13.esearch Programme
A.

NE,CESSARY

" TOOLS

FOR INVESTIGATION

....
Highest Priority r,
I (a) Standardisation of tests of general intelligence' (nonverbal tests) and tests of educational bility (tests combining
verbal and non-verbal -items) in W sit on representative
population \of Welsh pupils having var ing degrees of Welsh
kground.
(b) Development of a 'reliable ,quantitative measure of..
.

0

_

Construction of standard .attainment tests
It is necessary to establish norms of a.ttointhent in the basic
subjects, i.e. Welsh as first and/or second language, English as
first and second ktiguage, and Arithmetic (taught through the
medium of Welsh/English) for rellrescritatiye samples of pupils
with specified degrees of Welsh linguistic background. .Tests
required include Vocabulary. Reading Acchracy, Reading
Comprehension, Spelling. Use 'of grammaticalstiticture,
l
Mechanical Arithmetic, Problem Arnmetic.
.S'e c mid Priority

Calibrated scales for the quantitative assessment of tegrjes.
di attitude tOward English/Welsh in specified groups e.g.
education authorities; parents, teachers, pupils.
4
,
N.

STUDIES WIIWII REQUIRE VIE USE OF
SPECIAL RESEARCii " TOOLS
.'
i ,(a) Definition of Concepts
bilingual,"
Accurale definition of such concepts as "."colloquial."
area,"
"
dialect
area,"
" mixed language
Welsh, and their delimitation -lly - means of quantitative
measures, e.g. Wel.sh linguistic ha(\kgronnd scale, vocabulary
and ,degrees of
tests. Surveys of distribution of ,types using
quantitative
districts
specified
in
" bilingualism
13.

measures. ,
(b) Case Studies
no
Case studies of. children who appear to have
predominant mother tongue and whose ' first language is
difficult or impossible to ascertain. In what ways'does this
type of language mixture appear to affect the intellectual,
having_a
educational and emotional development of children
(Note. These pupils
speciNA Ifvel at. edueilii_orial mobility?

9.,

present practical difficulties in 'schools if it is necessary to
-classify them on a linguistic basis, (a ) on entry to an infant
school, (b) on transfer to a'secondary school.
t,. Studies of Intelligence Test Performance in
Rilation_. to
Degree of Welsh Linguistic Background
(a) Comparison of correlations between quantitative
measures of degree of Welsh linguiStic background and scores
on certain non-verbal tests of general intelligence, e.g.
Prkressive Matrices Test, Lee-Jenkins Non-Verbal Test,)
Jenkins Non-Verbal 'rest, Daniel's Figure Reasoning Test.
of these' supposedly non-verbal tests is most
independent of the influence of Welsh linguistic background?
--Otherirthiogs bring rrqual-, that rest- ThoUtd "be ME" t-i---16.ST
satisfactory for use in testing general instelligence in a mixed
yunguage area.
kb) Systematic study of relation between degrees of Welsh
linguistic background and scores on standardised intelligence

tests.

At what degree of
"- does an intelligence
English handicap a Welsh-speaking pupil, and an

test in

innIlligence test in Welsh handicap an English-speaking pupil ?
What are the effects of different degrees of Welsh linguistic
background on pupils' scores on intelligence tests?

Studies o/ Pcvelopment of Educational Attainment in.
!?elution to If'cish linguisticBackgrdoid
(a) SysteMatic studies, by means of standardiied tests of
educational attainment, of the progress in basic subjects of
3.

.

pupils between 5 and 15 years with varying degrees of Welshlinguistic background. Is
bilingualism
an advantage/
disadvantage with respect to attainment itt various subjects?
This can be restated as follows : What are the facts about the
supposed
retardation/ acceleration of pupils due
to
bilingualism,'' e.g. if the retardation/acceleration is found,
then

(i)

2

what is the relative amount ?

(ii) is it general or does it applY Only to special aspects,
e.g. spoken Welsh, written Welsh, reading accuracy,
comprehension ;
to special -cases orschools, pupils,' areas
(taking account of differences in nontverhal intelligence,
cultural background, methods of teaching,, etc.)?
(iii)

at

what ages and.

in

what

conditions Les thj

retardation/acceleratimi appev.to he Areatestileasf?
a

1O

.

(iv) are the :affects of

" hilinguali ma permanent or

temporary?
(v) what are the characteristics and circumstances of
pupils who, show retardation/acceleration as compared with
pupils who do not?
(vi) what standard of attainment in various aspects of
Welsh/English should be required of " bilinguals " in
examinations for' allocatiOn to secondary education at i r4 ?
(vii) what are the effects, if any, -on educational progress

transfer of pupils at It+ from primary to secondary
education with particular reference to (a) transfer from rural
primary to urban secondary schools, and (b) change in the

_IA_ the. ,

medium -tsfinstrIlLtiuir?

In this connection some further problems of lower priority
are

:

What progress (a) may be expected, (h) should' be
required with respect to language attainments in Welsh/
English in pupils with specified degrees of Welsh linguistic

and non-verbal intelligence, in specified teaching

conditions ?

.

Can the fundamentals of standard Welsh be acquired by
whip
some pupils
Welsh-speaking pupils (all pupils
proportibn ; no pupils) lay- the age at which. authorities
recommend/require the introduction of English as a second
What are the necessary/desirable
language? (Note.:
fundamentals of Welsh?)
What, if any, is the optinapm age for the introduction of
a second language ? This problem neOs a clear statement of,
what should be the objectives in teaching the second language,
e.g. ability in speech, understanding, reading, writing, or some
;

combination, of these abilities.

What is the relation of formal. grammar to language

learning? When slipuld formal grammar be' introduced into
language syllabuses ?
(b) AppliCation of data derived from studies of educational
development, and from word-freqUency counts tg
(i) production of graded reading books and work-bo
s
iri Welsh/F.110's)] as second languages.
of attainmeA. in/ b sic
(ii) specification of " targets

language subjects appropriate to the capacity of pupils ith
varying degrees of linguistic ability gnd of Welsh back ro nd ;
es
' l_tarm-t " into tanglage
inc-orporatio4v-of- thy:
7

'

(iii) studies of comparative eKciencr of al(ernative
mr.ithods df language teaching, including the place of tonna)
grammar, in the case of pupils with varying menial ages. (See

also section 4.)

(c) Studies
of comparative progress .
educational
attainment of English-speaking pupils in predominantly Welsh .
speaking- schools and districts.

(d) .Investigation of standards of writeen Eng lisb achieved
by pupils aged
years and 15-16 years who have varying
degrees of Welsh Jingui%tic background and different levels of
cultural background. and are -taught in specified' school
conditions.
)
Studies of comparative progress in arithmetic of pupils
with different degrees of intelligence and WelsIt linguistic

background. In this connection:.
(i) Should Welsh- speaking children be taught arithmetic
in Welsh or English?

(ii)

What effects appear to he produced by the medium of
instrtction on progress in Jitunber comprOertgion ?
Should there be a change of rniedium of in struction in
arithmetic from Welsh to FInglish, and if so. at 'what stage of
the course is it desira14?
, (iv) If Welsh is to be the medium of instruction in
Arithmetic, then properly graded classbooks' in Welsh are

a

necessary:,

4. :Surveys of and Stuates in the Comparative fillicien-cv of
:Mei-native Methods of Language Teaching
This prdblein requires a clear statement of the desirAb le
objyttives of language teaching': also consideration of
\ comparative efficiency of methods with respect to (a) immediate
learning, tb1 retention after a specified period.
.

It also requires studies in the progressive deveicrpment
phrase vocabulary. reading accuracy.
comprehension, spelling, etc., in pupils from 5 to 15 years in
fehition to. degree of-Welsci linguistic background, cultural
bacipgrour41, non-verbal intelligence, verbal ante lligence. sole(
speCified 'conditions(of teaching.

word' vocibulary,
,

G

Under Oils htilding might be included a study-of The relation
between the time allotted to Welsh/sEnglish. and attainments

e.g. it may he that the alleged retardation o
" bilingual
pupils is due merely to the fact that he/she sp,
less learning time in English and Welsh than the
oglot
what are the comp:native results
anguage
attaiinment ofx hours 'of ,Englic), _y hou-rs-;
achieved

8
CA

4

eat

h'ues of Welsh only ; x + y houzs of some admixture of
itglish and Welsh, in the case of pupils with specified genera1
intelligence, linguistic ability "and,,degree of Welsh background?

Under the heading, of comparative efficiency-the following

factors might be investigated with referee to both primary.

and secondary stages :
(a4 methods of linguistic classification, e.g,, Streaming
according to linguistic ability ; vertical classification according
to predominant language ; separate classes or separate schools
for Welsh /English, in mixed language areas.
(b) .teacTiing Methods. : formal informal ; ,.d iret
method dramatic method ; mixed methbds ; empka'sis n
oral wo'rk,;at the expense of written 'work anti reading, etc.
(c) methods of appointing teachers ; language
qualificationg requiredeg. knowledge of.Welsh, ability to teach.
Welsh, ability to teach other-than Welsh subjects through the .
medium of 'Welsh. What are the optimum qualifications,
methods of appointrhent and employment of teachers in a mixed

language area with special ref&ence to Second language

teaching?
(d) methods of using teachers for language instruction
glass teachers, peripatetic teacherg, mortogfot English for
English vas second language, etc:
All the above with respect to size .and type of school.
ches of " Langutsge Mixture " find its Effects on
Learning
(i). Definitions of " language mixture," " colloquialisms,"
forms of Welsh speech,
" debased " and " shortened
:

.

(ii)

Analysis of difficulties in learning to speak/write which

may be caused by structural differences between Welsh and
English, -, e.g.

syntax (including

accidence ;

clan se

constructia).1 word order ; idiom, etc.'
Arising out of this, is it desirable from the point of view
of efficiency in learning/teaching to keep the two. sets of

language habits separate ?
(iii) Should. non - standard forms of Welsh, e.g,
colloquialisms, debased forms, shortened forms,. be (a) used in
instruction, (b) encouraged in school, (c) tolerated in school,
(d) suppressed in school? I ' Possible immediate effects and aftero- effects of use,
toleration, suppression on a child's ability to learn and
witlingness to learn ; e.g. what ,effects may complete
AV

9

suppression of non - standard forms have on the pupil's
spqntaneityo.of expression in speech and/or writing at specified

age?
.

(iv)

Ay

,

Studies in decay of the forms Nid'staridards of spoken

Welsh/English in a mixed language area
What'is the extent of decay geographically ?
JIs it general throughout an area or only in " pockets"?'
*

.

M.

Do all the people in the area show the' decay, Qr only some
people? If the latter, what pr,oportion?

Is there a progressive decay (a) doring school, ife, (b)
after school? What are the effects, if any; of age on decay ?
Are there specific types of decay? If so, where lbcated ;
in geographical area, in so al status, occupation,-etc?
What influences appear to cause decay ?

What are possible remedies ?

(v) To what extent does " bilingualism." facilitate the
acquisition of a third language?
".This problem 'requires comparatives .studies of language
development in monoglot and bilingual (Welsh - English) pupils
in relation to the acquisitiOn.of a third or fourth language. It
is, in fact, a .problem in'Aransfer of the effects" of training, And
factors such as,teacbing methods as well as gene,ral intelligence

and linguistic ability of pupils need to be taken into account!
(Experimental studies of transfer of th,e,effects of training in
other connections suggest that the study of Welsh and English
Will facilitate the acquisition of further languages only to the
extent that certain common language principles exemplified in
Welsh and English are made explicitly. clear in the teaching
and are explicitly realised and p.pplied by the pupils.

It follows 'c'

that the degree of facilitation, if it exists, will depend also on
the intelligence of the learners).
(vi)

Study

of

common

/

errors

in

speaking/writing

Welsh/English in relation to dialect area, age, teaching
methods, degree of Welsh linguistic background.

6., Methods of Selection for and ifllocOtion to Types of
Secondary Education in Mixed Language Areas

.

Studies of thecomparative efficiency of various methods of

selection for, or allocation to different types of secondary

e,ducation e.g. secondary grammar, secondary modern, Follow10

-7

f

'
up- and follow-back surveys of pupils admitted at. 11+, to
secondary Schools, with particular reference to (,degrees of
Welshjinguistic background ind the change, of medium of
instruction from mainly Welsh to mainly English.

7.

,

Studies of Attitudes and Iziptives in Connectibn with

Teaching and Learning Welsh / English
Effectiveness in teaching and progreg's in learning are botli
affected by ,attitude and incentives. In-the appraisal of any
teaching or . learning situation in connection with
bilingualism," therefore,- note_must be made of Attitudes And

incentives. These may ,play a more prominent part ina a

bilingual situation since other than intellectual factorsre Likely
ta,be involved (econciThic factors for example). Some problems

in'this category are

:

'

(a) . how far is' it 'correct tO'stvose that t1ie best way of
encouraging' the reaming of ,Welsh in .a non-Welsh-speaking
district is to-promote the study of Welsh cultural ba2kground,
history, institutions, etc ?
(b) 'What syllabuses; methods of appioach,;-devices of
organisatiOn, teaching methods seem to produce the greatest

interest in thg Welsh language on the part 'of non- Welshspeaking pupils ?

How can results be measured?

(c) 'the study of examinationg as incentives: What are
the effects of examination requirements on attitudes toward
- leaching and learnipg Welsh/English as second languages ?

How can examination syllabuses be used to -promote the
implementation of a.language policy?, What type of syllabus

seems most effe,ctive tn relation, to' a glven policy?
(d) Studies and surveys in specific 'districts of loyalties,
culttire conflict, emotional disturbance in relation to bilingualism

and to the teaching and learning of English/Welsh. For
example, to what extent may the alleged confusion in
bilingual " pupils he ascribed to emotional rather than

-intellectual difficulties ?

'(e) studies of attitudes with respect to Welsh/English in
specified social and professional groups ; in parents,-teachers,
pupils.

To achieve satisfactory results in the estirnatiqn of
attitudes, calibrated attitude scales are necessary.

investigations only have been published .in Wales on the
calibration and use of attitude scales in the investigation of
attitudes toward language learning. Here is a promising field
of research in connection with bilingualism.
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C.

INVESTIGATIONS
NOT REQUIRING SPACIAL
RESEARCH " TOOLS "

Studies of word freqiftencies in Welsh and application
of the, results to the construction of vocabulary tests, graded

readers and work- books.
2.

Comparative survey of methods at present in use for

selection and allocation of pupils at u+ to secondary schools.
Are intelligence tests used? Are standardised objective tests
of attainment used? What examination requirementis are
specified in Welsh/English. What standards are expected in
_ the basic subjects?

What methods of linguistic classification are used in
Welsh schools for pupils at varying ages? cn What criteria
a.

are the classification based?
4.

In cases where examinations 'are used as a Nasis for

selection at u+, and in connection with the GeneralCertificate._
of Education Examination, what are the effects of the
examination syllabuses on the organisation, syllabuses, and
methods of teaching Welsh/English ?
(What should he the.objectives in teaching Welsh/English
as first or second languages at the primary/secondary levels,
What changes in exaktination syllabuses would foster those
Objectives?)

A study of relations between secondary schools and
their_ primary feeder schools with respect.to continuityand co5.

ordination of aims, methods, organisation, and standar& of
attainment in the Welsh language.

A survey of aims, organisation and teaching methods
in Welsh/English in being'4 the present time, including the

6..

qualification and use of teaching staffs (e.g. pse of.'pAipatetic
teachers): .
7.

Studies' of special problems of two and three teacher

schools with particular referencrto mixed language areas.
8. A survey of the objectives which guide the teachings of
Welsh/English 41 F first/second languages at the 'primary/
secondary schools. A critical appraisal lof objectives in the
light of present-day conditions. (See also item 4, above).

9. A survey of reading bcripks and work -hooks at present
available for teaching Welsh as first langi3age and Weigh/
English as second languages. A critical appraisal in the light
of present-day requirement and standards. What are the
12
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desirable characteristics of a satisfactoryu book for a given
purpose ?
schools.

to.

Note the problems of backward readers in secondary

Studio s of reading habits and reading preferences of

Wejsh-§pealking_ children, urban/rural, with varyirtg degrees

of Welsh cultural and. linguistic background, at primary/
secondary levels, and in different types, of secondary schools.

What effects has trans4r to secondary education on reading

habits and preferences or rural Welsh pupils ?
" Comics." Their influence 'on language learning.
it. Conditions in the Grammar Schools at the present time
with respect to the relation between Welsh, English, Latin and
modern/ foreign languages.
What are the time allotments to grammar schools for Welsh

in relation to other language subjects in the case of Welshspeaking pupils at different levels of general intelligence and

1'

educational' ability?
12. Studies with as Sociological Emphasis.
(a) Study of social, economic, technical influences on
the, spread of English in mixed language areas. ,
e.g. influence _ of the Mechanisation of agriculture
identification by school children of Welsh
values
snob

;

;

'with' "'baby talk " because Welshis thepredominant or sole

language medium in infants' schools (cf. incentives for language
.
learning).
(b) What are the actual needs for and .advantages of
,facility in a .second language, e.g. English for Welsh speakers

and Welsh for English speakers, economic, social, cultural,
How much Welsh/English is necessary after
intellectual?
school in various types addlevels ofo occupation ?
(c) Survey and critical appraisal of rural education in
Analysis of special. problems of rural education in
Wales.
Waled.
(d)

Study of effects of school re-organisation on Welsh

rural communities.
(e) FolloW-up studies Of Welsh rural pupils s-after school -'
leaving age, e.g. how do.pupilS from small rural schoolS com-

pare with pupils front urban schools when intelligence andsocial status are comparable Advantages/disadvantages of

- small schools.

(f) Studies of the influence of cultural background on
attainment in langqtge subjects when intelligence and verbal
ability are copparable.
13
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